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WELCOME
Welcome to Sweet Squared and our dynamic, award winning education programme. For the past 12 years we have offered
leading education to arm nail and beauty professionals with the knowledge, skills and inspiration needed to be successful in
our wonderful industry.
There are over 50 Sweet Squared Education Ambassadors (EA) with locations across the UK and Ireland providing courses
at all levels from absolute beginner to advanced master and everything in between.
Our focus has always been on brand specific education. It is our firm belief that to get the best from any professional system,
one must be trained by an expert in that specific system, who also understands the needs of the adult learner in a hands-on,
practical environment. You will find that each of our courses is taught by an awesome individual who lives and breathes the
systems they are qualified to teach, with passion and integrity.
In this brochure you will find a list of all the courses we offer with information about each. To find out even more, including
locations, dates and availability, visit my.sweetsquared.com, where you can browse all the options and contact individual
EA’s or S2’s multi award winning Customer Experience team for more information.
Sweet Squared cares most about Serving the Pro with the coolest and most innovative products and techniques. When you
sign up for education you are not just getting a course, you are gaining a family and a support network of like-minded
professionals, serious about business and building a career to be proud of. We’d love for you to join us!
Love & Respect

Samuel & Samantha Sweet

UK & Republic Of Ireland Education Ambassadors
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TESTIMONIALS FROM AVID FANS

AWARD WINNING BRAND

Sweet Squared won Best Training Provider in the 2018 National Beauty Awards
affiliated with Guild News magazine.

“Completing my CND Grand Masters has been incredible. I’ve loved
every single minute and always feel like nothing was too much
trouble and any question could be answered in depth! The
Educator was so inspiring and it has been such a unique experience
learning all about CND and the products, and everyone at Sweet
Squared has been so friendly and accommodating. I’ve loved
training with the company and can’t wait to complete more of
the courses.”
Nicole Crowell

Best Customer Service 2017
Guild Awards of Excellence
Best Gel Nails Supplier 2017 (CND™ Shellac™)
Guild Awards of Excellence
Best Training School 2017 (Nails)
Guild Awards of Excellence
Best Gel Nails Supplier 2016 (CND™ Shellac™)
Guild Awards of Excellence
Best Training School 2015 (Nails)
Guild Awards of Excellence
Best Customer Care 2015
Scratch Star Awards
Best Cuticle Oil 2015 (CND™ SolarOil™)
InStyle Best Beauty Buys
Best Customer Services 2014
Scratch Star Awards

“I had my MoroccanTan training in April 2018. I was so impressed.
It truly is a stunning product! So easy to apply and incredibly good
coverage and colour. The tan is easy to explain to your client and
the retail products have been such a strong selling point for me.
I have the majority of my tan clients using one or more of the retail
products!
I would, hands down, recommend this tan and the training to any
beauty therapist or tanning specialist out there! It’s flawless, faultless, straight forward and the continuing support you get from
your trainer is second to none. I’m 100% converted!!”
Karen Wright

“I have completed my Shellac Masters. It was absolutely awesome!
My skills and confidence have improved massively. I am now doing
nail art on most clients and not just a sprinkle of glitter. My next
step is my L&P Masters which I am so looking forward to.”
Lindsay MacGregor

“I recently completed my wax:one beginners course with Sweet
Squared. I was very anxious to start with but the Educator made
learning fun. Even when I wanted to give up she was patient with
showing me again until I understood. Anything you struggle with
they are always there to answer any questions.”

“I recently carried out the wax:one conversion course and loved it
from the minute I saw it. Straight away the Educator made me feel
totally at ease. I was a little nervous as I had not done any waxing
training since I qualified almost 13 years ago. I was blown away
with the results as was my model! The Educators are professional
and helpful and very patient. I love wax:one so much! Brilliant
product, fantastic results!! ”
Katie Gunson

“I have completely changed my career at the age of 34, so going
back to the classroom was a daunting prospect to say the least. I
have completed many courses now with Sweet Squared and I can
honestly say that it has been the best experience of my career,
ever!
The staff are all so friendly, professional and helpful which helps
when you feel slightly nervous and anxious. The courses are
absolutely jam packed full of information and a great mix of theory
and practical, so you leave knowing that you are being taught
to an extremely high standard for such a reputable company.
My advice to anyone questioning starting a course would be to
absolutely do it, it’s not only a great career move but an investment
into your future.”
Laura Sant

“From picking up the phone to discuss my requirements to
completing the course was made so easy by Sweet Squared. The
Educator made me feel really comfortable and eager to learn from
the start. The practical was great and informative. I was given step
by step guidance on the correct technique and I was able to practice a number of times. Time was allocated too for questions and
answers. I left feeling educated and excited about bringing this
fabulous treatment to our salon. Thank you Team Sweet Squared!”

Joanne Abbishaw
Taylor Farquhar
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SHELLAC™

SHELLAC

™

SHELLAC™ brand 14+ day nail colour is a true innovation in chip-free, extended-wear colour with a mirror like finish. The
SHELLAC™ Brand goes on like polish, wears like a gel, and can be gently removed in minutes with no nail damage. Nails are
strengthened and enhanced with 14-days of durable colour. The SHELLAC™ systems will provide you with a premium service
for your clients, save you precious time leading to polished profits for you, the professional.

CND™ SHELLAC™ BEGINNERS

S
T

hellac™ Brand 14+ Day Nail Colour

rue innovation in chip resistant long lasting
nail colour

H

igh performance wear with a stunning
shine

• Accredited Course for the
absolute beginner.
• No previous experience or
qualifications required.

Deposit + Balance
£285 + £150.00
€342 + €180.00

2 Days

During this 2 day course, you will discover and learn the CND™ Shellac™ system, providing
you with the skills and techniques to carry out the world’s most wanted manicure on your
future clients. You will gain knowledge and understanding of the nails anatomy and nail
health plus preparation of the nail and practical application using the CND™ 5 point polish
method plus removal of both systems.
Pre-Study

Model required

Kit worth £400 | €480
Kit upgrade options available

CND™ SHELLAC™ CONVERSIONS
• Existing accredited manicure/ This 1-day CND™ Shellac™ Conversion course is designed for existing nail professionals to
pedicure qualification required discover and learn the complete CND™ Shellac™ system, from application to removal. This
course is product and practically focused on ensuring the correct use of the innovative
CND™ Shellac™ systems promoting nail health and application using the CND™ 5 point polish
method for the perfect application every time.
Deposit + Balance
£10.00 + £85.00
€12.00 + €102.00

1-day

Model required

CND™ PERFECT POLISHING
• Existing accredited manicure/ Want to achieve the perfect paint application? Push your technical ability and enhance your
pedicure qualification or
knowledge and understanding with this course by discovering the CND™ 5 point polish
Shellac™ qualification required method to enhance your service skills, speed and consistency during application using CND™
Vinylux™.

Deposit + Balance
£10.00 + £85.00
€12.00 + €102.00

1-day

Model required

2
View full Course details at my.sweetsquared.com

SPA
Elevate ordinary manicures and pedicures into premium spa services. Allow your clients to experience ultimate luxury and
escape on a journey of relaxation from fingers to toes with the CND™ Spa range and treatments. The collection and service will
deliver a new level of treatment benefits for beautiful results for your clients.

CND™ SPAMANICURE™
• Existing accredited manicure/
pedicure qualification or
Shellac™ qualification required

Deposit + Balance
£10.00 + £85.00
€12.00 + €102.00

1-day

This course is designed for existing nail professionals. You will learn the facts of nail anatomy
and how to properly care for the natural nail in greater depth. Discover the causes of
nail damage, prevention and repair options. Learn to customise your manicure service
incorporating the CND™ Spa range providing luxury and pampering for your client.

Deposit + Balance
£145.00 + £150.00
€174.00 + €180.00

2 Days

I

Model required

Kit worth £250 | €300

CND™ SPAPEDICURE™ CONVERSION
• Existing accredited Pedicure
qualification required

Deposit + Balance
£10.00 + £85.00
€12.00 + €102.00

1-day

ND™ Spa range is infused with rich blends
of nourishing oils leaving the skin feeling silky
smooth and fully hydrated

evitalising qualities to awaken the skins
glow and restore radiance

This course is perfect if you have little or no experience. During this course, you will gain an
understanding and attain the techniques to provide the perfect CND™ Spa Pedicure. CND’s 4
step system will allow you to customise your services with a choice of add-ons for personalised
client results. You will gain knowledge and understanding of the nails anatomy and nail health
and treatable foot conditions.
Pre-Study

C
R

Model required

CND™ SPAPEDICURE™ BEGINNERS
• Accredited Course for the
absolute beginner
• No previous experience or
qualifications required

SPA

The Pedicure Conversion course is designed for existing pedicure professionals who have
been trained with other brands. This 1-day course will introduce you to award-winning CND™
SpaPedicure™ products and treatments. You will be able to upgrade and customise your
pedicure services with exfoliation and unique massage techniques with CND’s 4 step system.

Model required

3
View full Course details at my.sweetsquared.com

nvigorates
the
senses
allowing
client to feel energised and refreshed

the

ENHANCEMENTS

Nail Enhancement treatments are designed to complement your clients finger tips creating the most beautiful set of natural
looking nails. CND™ provide 2 ultimate and innovative enhancement systems. Both systems feature unique patented technology
that create flexible, strong, resilient nail enhancements to suit all of your client’s needs.
The Liquid and Powder System - Formulated to provide gorgeous, long-lasting, lift-resistant enhancements for nails that know
no limits!
The Liquid & Powder System gives you the power to create durable, beautiful nail enhancements that clients will love.
The Sculpting Liquids provide advanced adhesion with the natural nail to prevent lifting. The Sculpting Powders provide
superior clarity and colour stability, while Perfect Colour Sculpting Powder provides superior mould and extensive colour and
coverage options.
The Brisa™ Gel System – Formulated with CND’s patented technology to create gorgeous, thin, natural-looking gel
enhancements that are easy to apply, easy to wear and easy to love!
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BRISA™ Sculpting Gels give you strong, flexible nails for life’s daily activities. Sculpt, extend and shape for a naturally polished
look. BRISA™ Paints are thin liquid gel paints that create crisp smile lines that last three times longer than ordinary French
manicures. Prime the nail with BRISA™ Bond, a UV-cured bonding agent that securely adheres BRISA™ gel to the natural nail.
Finish with BRISA™ Gloss, a high-gloss gel top coat that seals and protects enhancements.

CND™ GEL BRISA™
PERFECT FRENCH

CND™ GEL BRISA™
ENHANCEMENT
MAINTENANCE

CND™ GEL BRISA™
GLITTER &
OMBRE PLAYDATE
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ne amazing outcome creating flexible, strong and
resilient nail enhancements
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View full Course details at my.sweetsquared.com

LIQUID & POWDER

CND™ LIQUID & POWDER BEGINNERS
• Accredited course for the
absolute beginner
• No previous experience or
qualifications required

Deposit + Balance
£175.00 + £450.00
€210.00 + €540.00

The CND™ Liquid & Powder beginners course develops your skills using our unique
Retention+™ technology to create strong, durable enhancements with superior clarity,
brightness and scratch resistant, ultra smooth finish. The 6 day intensive hands on course
is delivered over a 4-6 week period allowing you ample time to develop your technique and
application with the ultimate support from your Education Ambassador. You will cover all
aspects of natural nail anatomy, health and preparation of the nail to ensure no nail plate
damage, liquid and powder science, mix ratio, zone sculpting, tip application, removal and
rebalance.

6 Days Over 4 - 6 weeks

Pre-Study

Model required

Kit worth £300 | €360

CND™ LIQUID & POWDER CONVERSION
• Existing accredited Nail
Enhancement qualification
required

Deposit + Balance
£125.00 + £150.00
€150.00 + €180.00

2 Days

The Liquid & Powder Conversion course is designed for existing nail professionals who have
been trained with other brands. This 2-day course covers the basics of working with CND’s
award winning Retention+™ Liquid & Powder system.
CND™ Liquid & Powder Conversion course will provide you with fundamental techniques
that will improve your enhancement skills and help you WOW your clients. By incorporating
these techniques into your services, you will be well on your way to creating long-lasting,
high-quality nail enhancements and developing client loyalty that makes a nail professional
truly successful.
Model required

Kit worth £250 | €300

7
View full Course details at my.sweetsquared.com

LIQUID & POWDER
U
A

nique, patented technology

ward-winning systems for wearable, durable,
flexible, beautiful nails

LIQUID & POWDER

CND™ LIQUID & POWDER PERFECT FRENCH
• CND™ Liquid & Powder
Beginners or Conversion
required

Deposit + Balance
£10.00 + £85.00
€12.00 + €102.00

The 1-day course is designed for existing nail professionals who have been trained with the
CND™ Liquid & Powder system. Sculpting Forever French enhancements do not have to
be difficult. During this course, you will perfect your application skills and discover Classic
CND™ Zone Sculpting, Reverse French Technique and leave the course with a love for French
Enhancements having created the most beautiful finish.

1-day

Model required

CND™ LIQUID & POWDER ENHANCEMENT MAINTENANCE
• CND™ Liquid and Powder
Beginners or Conversion
required

Deposit + Balance
£10.00 + £85.00
€12.00 + €102.00

1-day

Maintaining your clients’ enhancements is an important part of the enhancements service.
During this 1-day course, you will learn and perfect rebalancing methods that will protect the
health of the natural nail and maintain the service longevity.

Model required

8
View full Course details at my.sweetsquared.com

BRISA GEL

CND™ BRISA™ GEL BEGINNERS
• Accredited course for the
absolute beginner
• No previous experience or
qualifications required

Deposit + Balance
£275.00 + £450.00
€324.00 + €540.00

Over the duration of this 6-day course, you will be discussing and learning how to create
natural looking light and thin Brisa™ gel nail enhancements in order to protect, strengthen
and lengthen your future clients’ nails.
The 6 day intensive hands-on course is delivered over a 4-6 week period allowing you ample
time to develop your technique and application with the ultimate support from your
Education Ambassadors. You will cover all aspects of natural nail anatomy, nail health and
preparation of the nail, to ensure no nail plate damage. CND™ LED Lamp technology, zone
sculpting, tip application, elements of good design, form application, sculpting on forms,
removal and rebalance.

6 Days Over 4 - 6 weeks

Pre-Study

Model required

Kit worth £500 | €600
Kit upgrade options available

CND™ BRISA™ GEL CONVERSION
• Existing accredited Nail
Enhancement qualification
required

Deposit + Balance
£245.00 + £150.00
€294.00 + €180.00

2 Days

The CND™ Brisa™ Gel Conversion course is designed for existing nail professionals who have
been trained with other brands. This 2-day course covers the basics of working with CND’s
award winning Brisa™ Gel.
CND™ Brisa™ Gel Conversion course will provide you with fundamental techniques that
will improve your enhancement skills and help you WOW your clients. By incorporating
these techniques into your services, you will be well on your way to creating long-lasting,
high-quality nail enhancements and developing client loyalty that makes a nail professional
truly successful.
Model required

Kit worth £400 | €480
Kit upgrade options available

9
View full Course details at my.sweetsquared.com

BRISA GEL
™

S

culpt, extend and shape to create a naturally
polished look

BRISA™ GEL
The Classic Pink and White forever French Nail enhancement will never date. Want to learn how to sculpt beautiful smile lines
by hand, built right into the structure of the nail enhancement? Then look no further with our perfection courses assisting you
in creating the most elegant enhancement with both CND™ systems.

CND™ BRISA™ GEL PERFECT FRENCH
• CND™ Brisa™ Gel Beginners or
Conversion required

Deposit + Balance
£10.00 + £85.00
€12.00 + €102.00

1-day

The 1-day course is designed for existing nail professionals who have been trained with the
CND™ Brisa™ Gel system. Sculpting Forever French enhancements do not have to be difficult.
During this course, you will perfect your application skills, discover Classic CND™ Zone
Sculpting, Reverse French Technique and leave the course with a love for French
Enhancements having created the most beautiful finish.

Model required

CND™ BRISA™ GEL ENHANCEMENT MAINTENANCE
• CND™ Brisa™ Gel or Conversion Maintaining your client’s enhancements is an important part of the enhancements service.
required
During this 1-day course, you will learn and perfect the rebalancing method that will protect
the health of the natural nail and maintain the service longevity.

Deposit + Balance
£10.00 + £85.00
€12.00 + €102.00

1-day

Model required
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View full Course details at my.sweetsquared.com

NAIL ART
Nail Art trends never stand still and are forever evolving with new techniques, designs and intricate detail. We have access to
social media where we can see amazing new designs and creations from all over the world every day. Nail Art courses focus on
mastering the fundamental basic techniques used to create thousands of different professional nail art designs to keep your
clients excited and push your creativity to new levels! Want to produce nail inspired looks from New York, London, Milan and
Paris Fashion Week? Then check out the Ultimate Nail Art course to set alight your most inner creative passion. To ensure we
are bringing you the most forward thinking and exclusive on trend designs, this course will be updated every 6 months.

THE ULTIMATE NAIL ART COURSE
• CND™ Shellac™ Beginners or
Conversion required

Deposit + Balance
£60.00 + £85.00
€72.00 + €102.00

1-day

This awesome course is technique focused to create the most impressive, on-trend, wow
factor nail art in a way that is super easy and effective, ensuring your clients return every time
and assist in you recreating the fabulous designs on your news feeds. Perfect for both nail
artists that want to create more awesome designs or absolute Nail Art beginners.
Featured within this course are Lecenté glitters, Smooth It! plus :YOURS stamping plates
along with Shellac™, Vinylux™, Foils, Hand Painting, Embossing, Ombre, Watercolour and
Chromes to assist you in creating fashion forward nail creations.
Kit worth £100 | €120

CND™ LIQUID & POWDER GLITTER & OMBRE PLAYDATE
• CND™ Liquid and Powder
Beginners or Conversion
required

Deposit + Balance
£10.00 + £85.00
€12.00 + €102.00

1-day

For CND™ Liquid and Powder Nail Professionals wanting to sparkle up their services and
create on-trend beautiful Ombre designs.

NAIL ART

Model required

CND™ BRISA™ GEL GLITTER & OMBRE PLAYDATE
• CND™ Brisa™ Gel Beginners or
Conversion required

For CND™ Brisa™ Gel Nail Professionals wanting to sparkle up their services and create
on-trend beautiful Ombre designs.

F
C
N

eaturing Lecenté and :Yours
reate the wow factor

Deposit + Balance
£10.00 + £85.00
€12.00 + €102.00

1-day

Model required

ail inspired looks from New York, London, Milan and Paris Fashion Week
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View full Course details at my.sweetsquared.com

MASTER

MASTER
A

re you ready to join the Elite and
become a Master within your area of
expertise? Are you a seasoned Nail
Professional wanting to take your services
and career to the next level? We have the
disciplines to support you with your next
stage of your career journey.

CND™ MASTER PAINTER QUALIFICATION
• Shellac™ Beginners or
Conversion required
• Perfect Polishing required
• Spa Manicure ft. Natural Nail
clinic required
• Ultimate Nail Art required
Deposit + Balance
£10.00 + £85.00
€12.00 + €102.00

1-day

On this 1-day Master course you will create CND™ Vinylux™ and CND™ Shellac™ benchmark
nails that will be assessed by your CND™ Education Ambassador. You will have the
opportunity to fine tune your skills and prepare for your practical and written assessment.
Push yourself to the max! And become one of the most elite nail pros on the planet.

Model required

RETENTION+™ & POWDER MASTER QUALIFICATION
• CND™ Liquid and Powder
Beginners or Conversion
required
• Perfect French Liquid and
Powder required
• Nail Enhancement Maintenance
required
• Liquid and Powder Glitter and
Ombre Playdate
Deposit + Balance
£10.00 + £85.00
€12.00 + €102.00

1-day

On this 1-day Master course you will create CND™ Liquid & Powder benchmark enhancements
that will be assessed by your CND™ Education Ambassador. You will have the opportunity to
fine tune your skills and prepare for your practical and written assessment.
Take the challenge, join the Elite and dare to push yourself out of your comfort zone!

Model required

BRISA™ GEL MASTER QUALIFICATION
• CND™ Brisa™ Gel Beginners or
Conversion required
• Perfect French Brisa™ Gel
required
• Nail Enhancement
Maintenance required
• Brisa™ Gel Glitter and Ombre
Playdate

Deposit + Balance
£10.00 + £85.00
€12.00 + €102.00

1-day

On this 1-day Master course you will create CND™ Brisa™ Gel benchmark enhancements that
will be assessed by your CND™ Education Ambassador. You will have the opportunity to fine
tune your skills and prepare for your practical and written assessment.
Join us. Be the best.

Model required

14
View full Course details at my.sweetsquared.com

WAXING
The most innovative wax on the market that provides a simple yet powerfully effective system that delivers fast super smooth
results while minimising the risk of ingrown hairs. This premium wax is suitable for the most sensitive of skins, melts quickly and
evenly making it super easy to work with whilst removing the shortest of hairs.
The low working temperature allows for a more comfortable treatment for the client. The thin viscosity ensures that less product
is used during a treatment making wax:one super economical and effective as it travels to the base of the hair for
superior removal. Superb flexibility enables wax:one to contour the body and not become brittle or snap hairs, thus reducing
the risk of ingrowing hairs and providing the most comfortable of experiences.

Deposit + Balance
£180.00 + £245.00
€216.00 + €294.00

Become the ultimate wax:one waxer with this 2 day beginners course and enhance your
waxing business potential to the max! During this 2 day course, you will understand
the fundamentals of wax:one, taking you step by step through each wax treatment to ensure
you wax like a true wax:one waxer. Areas covered are face, underarms, bikini and legs.
Add on an extra 1-day of training to your wax:one beginners course and boost your wax:one
business covering all female intimate areas by accessing the Beginner Full Works course
(details upon request).

2 Days

Pre-Study

Model required

Deposit + Balance
£95.00 + £150.00
€114.00 + €180.00

A 1-day Conversion course for Pro Waxers! Convert to the ultimate wax:one brand, true
innovation in professional waxing. During this 1-day course, you will understand the
fundamentals of wax:one, taking you step by step through each wax treatment to ensure
you wax like a Pro wax:one waxer! Areas covered are face, underarms, full female intimate
and legs.
1-day

Model required

uper thin viscosity, grabs every hair

ow working temperature
cent of grapefruit and kiwi

Kit worth £250 | €300

WAX:ONE CONVERSION
• Accredited waxing
qualification required

S
S
L
S

uitable for sensitive skin

WAX:ONE BEGINNER
• Accredited course for the
absolute beginner
• No previous experience or
qualifications required

WAXING

Kit worth £160 | €190

15
View full Course details at my.sweetsquared.com

WAXING

WAX:ONE MALE GROOMING
• Accredited course for the
absolute beginner
• No previous experience or
qualifications required

Deposit + Balance
£145.00 + £150.00
€174.00 + €180.00

1-day

Become the ultimate wax:one waxer with this 1-day beginners course and enhance your
male waxing business potential to the max! During this course, you will understand the
fundamentals of wax:one, taking you step by step through each wax treatment to ensure
you wax like a true wax:one waxer. Areas covered are eyebrows, nasal, ears, back and chest.

Model required

Kit worth £250 | €300

WAX:ONE MALE INTIMATE
• Accredited waxing
qualification required
• waxone Qualification

Deposit + Balance
£80.00 + £225.00
€96.00 + €270.00

Become an advanced waxer with this 1-day course and enhance your male waxing business
potential to the max! This course predominately focuses on the male intimate areas. Areas
covered are Male Brazilian and Hollywood.

1-day

Model required

Kit worth £80 | €96
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TANNING
The original infused Argan Oil spray tan! With MoroccanTan, get ready to offer your clients a natural-looking glow and healthy,
nourished skin in one application. Cruelty-free and vegan-friendly, MoroccanTan brings you a range of Paraben and PEG-free
products to suit a variety of skin tones, whilst also being nourishing and gentle on the skin.
Harnessing the unrivalled properties of naturally-derived and ethically-sourced ingredients such as Pure Organic Argan Oil,
Organic Rosehip Oil and Organic Aloe Vera, the MoroccanTan range covers retail-ready salon heroes and professional solutions
that will deliver a rich, long-lasting and seamless tan.

MOROCCANTAN CORE EDUCATION
• Accredited course for the
absolute beginner
• No previous experience or
qualifications required
• Appropriate for the Tanning
Pro with previous training and
equipment

During this 1-day course, we will teach the science and application of MoroccanTan,
growing your confidence in the application. We will enhance your knowledge of the spray
tanning business and how it can build you revenue.
OPTION 1 is perfect for beginners and will provide you with the full treatment set up so you
can start spraying your clients instantly.
OPTION 2 is perfect for those who are already a tanning pro, looking to convert to
MoroccanTan.

OPTION 1

Deposit + Balance
£110.00 + £85.00
€132.00 + €102.00

1-day

OPTION 2

Deposit + Balance
£10.00 + £85.00
€12.00 + €102.00

1-day

Kit worth £200.00 | €240.00

MOROCCANTAN
F
F
N

ast acting spray solutions - from 30 mins
lawless, long lasting and natural glow
on greasy, non streaky formula
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SKINCARE

NIMUE SKIN
TECHNOLOGY
R

Nimue products treat the cause and not just the symptom of skin conditions through its innovative skin classification system.
The result orientated approach of professionally administered treatments, complemented by prescribed home care products,
ensures clients see significant visible results that drive brand loyalty and keep them coming back.
Nimue treats the majority of skin concerns including: fine lines, wrinkles, sagging, pigmentation, uneven skin tone, dryness,
oiliness, acne, rosacea and eczema with no downtime.
With a progression route in training courses, starting with the Core Education and moving into advanced facial treatments,
Nimue offers two levels of training packages - silver and gold, depending on your salon size, more information is available online.

esults driven skincare that treats the
majority of skin concerns

NIMUE CORE EDUCATION

R

• Accredited NVQ Level 3 or
equivalent or above with a
full understanding of
Anatomy and Physiology is
required.

efillable retail products available, saving
the client up to 30%

S

trictly professional only, not available for
consumers to buy online

A 2-day intensive course that will provide therapists with a full overview and
understanding of the system and all its products. Students will gain an understanding of
the technology behind the products, how they effect the physiology and biological
functioning of the skin to deliver optimum skin health. As well as in depth theory
and brand protocols, therapists will gain a thorough understanding of the full home care range
and how to prescribe products to suit individual clients needs. On successful completion of
the Core Education, therapists will be able to stock and prescribe Nimue home care products
as well as offer a range of core treatments to their clients such as the active rejuvenation peel.

Silver Package

Price
£749.95

2 Days

1 training place

Start up salon kit included worth £890

Gold Package

Price
£1099.95

2 Days

3 training places

Start up salon kit included worth £1,455
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SKINCARE

NIMUE ADVANCED REJUVENATION (35% GLYCOLIC PEEL)
• Therapists who have
successfully completed Nimue
Core Education.

This 1-day course is the natural next step on the Nimue education journey and will take therapists
into Advanced Peeling. In skincare formulations, active ingredients may come and go, but
few have been as beneficial for the skin as glycolic acid which have been used in
products for over 20 years. A high quality source of glycolic acid delivers a host of valuable
advantages including deep exfoliation, plumping out of lines and wrinkles and improving the
appearance of the skin for an instant glow. Therapists will gain a full understanding of skin
histology, skin chemistry, treatment principles and practical skills and assessment.

Silver Package

Price
£395

1-day

1 training place

Start up salon kit included worth £427

Gold Package

Price
£625

1-day

3 training places

Start up salon kit included worth £745

NIMUE SRC™ (SKIN RESURFACING COMPLEX)
• Therapists who have
successfully completed
both the Nimue Core
Education and Advanced
Rejuvenation (35% glycolic).

This 2-day course is the next step on the Nimue journey and consists of a variety
of techniques that change the surface texture and appearance of the skin. With Nimue-SRC™
treatments, there is no removal of the living layers of the epidermis and only the upper layers
of the stratum corneum are removed ensuring that skin health remains our priority with no
downtime for the client.
Nimue-SRC™ Treatments offer progressive and superficial resurfacing of the skin,
stimulating epidermal growth through the removal of damaged layers of the stratum corneum.
It is available for three skin classifications: Environmentally Damaged, Hyperpigmented and
Problematic Skin to address the specific needs and concerns of the client. Therapists will
gain a full understanding of advanced skin histology and peeling theory, treatment of
major complexion disorders, delivery systems as well as a practical skills and assessment.

Silver Package

Price
£595

2 Days

1 training place

Start up salon kit included worth £625

Gold Package

Price
£995

2 Days

3 training places

Start up salon kit included worth £1090
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SKINCARE
Nimue Thermal Detox Peel Online Education
• Therapists who have
successfully completed Nimue
Core Education.

Nimue’s NEW professional cabin innovation, Thermal Detox Peel, is inspired by the flash
treatment trend. Today our lives are fuller than ever and time is our most valuable commodity,
with consumers willing to spend less and less time on their skincare. They are looking for
treatments that are multi-functional and time-saving, offering instant results.
Nimue is the first skincare brand to launch a peel combining a foaming action with a thermo
-sensory mechanism that deep cleanses, exfoliates and oxygenates to achieve the below
instant results:








Removal of impurities and excess oil
Refining of pore size
Softening of fine lines and wrinkles
Softening and smoothing of skin texture
Providing a more even skin tone
Enhancing radiance
Increasing hydration

Nimue’s NEW Thermal Detox Peel will stimulate the senses with its rich charcoal/black colour,
its foaming/bubbling action and a warming sensation created on the skin.
The Nimue Thermal Detox Peel online education is open to qualified Nimue specialists, truly
taking your professional treatments to the next level at a time and pace convenient to YOU
the Therapist. On successful completion of this course and assessment, you will be qualified
to administer Nimue’s Thermal Detox Peel. This will enable you to offer express treatments to
a wider range of clients, whilst achieving the ultimate goal of optimal skin health.

Nimue Super Fluids Online Education
• Therapists who have
successfully completed Nimue
Core Education.

The customisation trend is here to stay and some say is the future of beauty. Consumers want
products that can be blended and manipulated to suite their changing daily and seasonal
needs. They are well informed about advanced skin care and want to take part in determining
what their specific skin concerns and needs are and how to treat them.
In line with this trend, Nimue has developed 5 new Super Fluids which are compatible with all
existing Nimue Professional Treatments and allows for complete customization. This empowers
therapists to tailor treatments to each client’s specific concerns and take their treatment
efficacy to the next level.
This online education will expand your knowledge and understanding of delivering
customised treatments with the incredible New Super Fluids.
On successful completion of this course and assessment, you will be qualified to Customise
your treatments with Nimue Super Fluids. This will enable you to offer treatments that are
truly customised to the client at that pto a wider range of clients, whilst achieving the ultimate
goal of optimal skin health.
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LASHES

LASHUS

LASHUS THE LIFT – Training Course

U
C

With over a decade of experience in using and training professional lash products, the creators behind LASHUS
really know Lashes. After two years of extensive research and work with chemists in state-of-the-art facilities, we
are so proud to bring you a pioneering, ‘stripped back’ lash-lift treatment. By eliminating unnecessary chemicallyderived ingredients and perfecting the staying power of its lash lift formula, LASHUS delivers a gentle yet lasting formula for
lash treatments. LASHUS THE LIFT will create uplifting, volume-enhancing lashes consistently time and time again delivering
the most dramatic results not just to your client but to your profits too. THE LIFT works with the client’s natural lashes to
create the appearance of longer, thicker and more visible lashes. By straightening the natural lashes at the root, THE LIFT
instantly gives extra volume, definition and length. Finishing THE LIFT is a deep intense tint to both the upper and lower lashes
for that extra LASHUS factor.

nique market formula exclusive to the UK

onsistent, long lasting results and
performance guaranteed

G

entle yet highly effective with no harsh
chemicals

F

With Lash Lifts becoming one of the fastest growing beauty treatments around , and clients looking everywhere for
trained technicians isn’t it about time you learned to turn it up! LASHUS is a new professional, trustworthy lash brand
that stands for honesty, authenticity and has integrity at its heart. LASHUS was created to give empowerment to
the individual and make them feel fab-u-lash!

“Raise your Gaze “and look to the future of professional lash treatments with our 1 day course designed for the absolute
beginner and also for current lash professionals wanting to convert to the LASHUS brand. You will gain a full understanding
of the science behind the brand, build confidence with the application technique and treatment plus gain knowledge of the
awesome professional and retail product range. This course is product and practically focused ensuring that you gain all the
lash guidance you require to deliver breath-taking results for your future lash clients and build your lash empire!

ormulated with lash health in mind

LASHUS THE LIFT BEGINNERS & CONVERSION
During this 1 day course, you will understand the science and application of LASHUS THE LIFT. Build confidence with the
application technique and gain a good understanding of all the products, as well as gaining knowledge in the business of Lash
Lifting and how it can build revenue for you.
A pre-study manual and folder will be sent out to you prior to the course along with your sensitivity kit. An on-line test must be
taken prior to the actual training day, pass rate of 70% must be achieved.

Deposit + Balance
£160.00 + £135.00
€192.00 + €162.00

1-day

Pre-Study

Kit worth £250 | €300
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1-2-1

ONE-TO-ONE TRAINING
The chance to perfect your skills

Bespoke, personalised training across all Sweet Squared brands, disciplines and product systems.
CND™ - wax:one - Lecenté™ - MoroccanTan™ - Nimue
Whether you are new to the industry or a seasoned professional with years of experience, one-to-one education can be invaluable. Every
professional will at some time experience issues that require troubleshooting. Sweet Squared’s Customer Experience team is always on
the other end of the phone, or there to answer questions via social media, but getting to the root of specific challenges, whilst also gaining
more knowledge and confidence, is best achieved face to face with a true expert.
Spending time with an Education Ambassador (EA), just you and them, is often the quickest and easiest way to identify the true cause of
a problem and find practical solutions to challenges you may have encountered while working on your clients.
One-to-one training can focus on whatever you want it to and you can plan the session ahead of time with your EA.
Decide what you want to cover and they will advise how much time is needed. Alternatively, book a slot of time and your EA will let you
know what can reasonably be covered during your session.
If you are setting up in business for the first time and need to create a treatment menu, pricing structure and service descriptions, but are
not sure if you’ve got it quite right, a one to one session with an educator can help you to do this. All Sweet Squared EA have experience
of running their own nail and beauty businesses and are well qualified to offer advice and support in this area. See you soon!
£45.00+vat / €54.00 per hour
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